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Enjoying
sakura at the
ancient
foundations of
our city

SAKURA
Cherry blossoms are blooming throughout Japan
Ohanami (literally looking at flowers) is a

God has created Japanese culture in a

cultural phenomenon in Japan. Every year there

beautiful and unique way. Seasonal beauty is

is a forecast barely discernible from a weather

embodied in ohanami. Perseverance and

map showing when the cherry blossoms will

patience are seen in things like bonsai trees.

bloom throughout Japan. From March through

Sumo wrestling, judo, and karate are all sports

May the blossoms gradually progress from the

originating from Japan. The tea ceremony is full

south to the north. People search out the best

of symbolism and depth. Manga and anime are

spots to enjoy the blossoms at local parks and

devoured by young people. Traditional religion

have picnics with friends and families.

emphasizes appreciating creation and family.

Ohanami serves a special opportunity for

The longer I am here, the more I am aware

us as well in our ministry. We have the chance

of the need to share scriptural truth through

to join friends in viewing. Roberta and I (Robert)

metaphors and stories familiar to our Japanese

took an afternoon to enjoy the views. Several

friends. Jesus used examples the Jews would

people from the temporary housing projects

understand. Paul understood how to relate to

spent an afternoon enjoying the sakura (cherry

the scholars on Mars Hill in language they would

blossoms) at a local park with church members.

understand. The gospel can be communicated

There are sakura trees in parks all over
Japan and the scenery is truly breathtaking this

through local forms.
Please pray that as we grow in our

time of year. God created this beauty. There

understanding of Japanese culture that we

must be a way to connect the redemptive grace

would be able to communicate the love of Christ

of the gospel through this cultural activity.

in increasingly relevant and impactful ways.
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What are the blue lines on the
wall at the driving center?
A) A map of the driving course
B) “Good luck, Roberta!” in
Japanese
C) Tape marking many broken
bricks from the earthquake
D) None of the above

A WAVE OF CULTURE SHOCK
It might be “normal,” but it’s no fun
I (Roberta) occasionally meet an American

On good days, I can

and realize about 10 minutes into our

appreciate diﬀerent ways of

conversation that I know more about him or her

viewing the world (and God,

than I know about many of my Japanese friends

nature, family, etc.) and the fact

and acquaintances. Sometimes I think, “Wow.

that God reveals diﬀerent aspects

Life would be a billion times easier in my own

of his character through diﬀerent

culture and language.” Maybe. Maybe not.

cultures.

But perhaps “easy” isn’t the point.

Unknown and incompetent
This is not specific to me; nor is it the first
time I’ve voiced this, but one of the most diﬃcult
things about language learning is feeling dumb
and unknown. Even when talking about simple
subjects, I sound extremely childish and am
unable to share what I want to.
For me, learning Japanese is hard. I study,
use flashcards, write a journal, listen to
recordings, and write out prayers. I try to use
what I’m learning. I often think that if I just
“worked harder!” I would be a lot further along.
Yet this is really hard. At best, I realize my
smallness and my dependence on God and
others. At worst, I compare myself to others
(occasionally feeling jealous and pouty) and
wallow in self-pity.
True - I know a lot more Japanese than I
did a year ago. Also true - I’m not as far along
as I’d hoped to be, and seeing how much work
is still ahead of me is overwhelming at times.

Confusing and “foreign”
After a confusing conversation the other

On other days, I struggle
with wanting to communicate
and handle conflict my (“the

Pretty flowers

right”) way. I want to speak
and to be spoken to directly that goes for expressing diﬀerent
ideas as well as aﬃrmation. (This

being sold in Japan than baby diapers? And

might be too wussy to share, but I want to hear

that less than 1% of people in Japan know

directly, “Roberta, I just want you to know I

Jesus...?

appreciate you and am glad you’re here.” I

Deep breath

know...how American of me to crave such direct
words. Perhaps this is being communicated,
but I sure can’t understand it.)
I also struggle with looking foreign. The
kanji for foreigner is essentially “outsider.” I tried
to explain how this made me feel to a few
Japanese friends. Being from a mostly
homogeneous society, I think it’s hard for them
to get what it feels like to be so “other.” If they
came to the States, they could be mistaken as
Americans, but I will never, ever be mistaken as
Japanese or an “insider.”
Lately, I’ve been feeling overwhelmed by
the need around me. As vast majority of the
church in Japan is women, what are my single

day, I was on the verge of bursting into tears or

female friends supposed to do? How can the

screaming my head oﬀ. That wasn’t the first

church care for the disproportionate amount of

time.

people with mental illness? What should be
done about the fact that more adult diapers are
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To partner financially:
www.sim.org/giveusa then click
“support a missionary” (#038207)
Or by mail: SIM USA
P.O. Box 7900
Charlotte, NC 28241-7900
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3rd

try, Roberta passed
• Praise: On her
her Japanese driving test!
• Pray: That we would grow in our
language and cultural understanding.
• Praise: Roba no kai (young people small
group) is going well.
• Pray: For guidance regarding the future
church plant.
• Pray: That K would be baptized soon.
• Pray: For our missions annual
conference next week.
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On Monday, I went for a walk for some
perspective. Of all places, I went to a local
shrine. While walking, I prayed, “Lord, have
mercy.” On me in my smallness. On this city
(we live between two connecting towns with a
total population of 120,000 people next to a city
of a million). On our small, broken body of
believers. On this elderly gentleman on his bike
with an umbrella tucked under his arm. On this
young girl dancing around trying to catch the
sakura petals. On this young, ridiculously-inlove couple giggling and making eyes at each
other. On this land, which has suﬀered
enormously over the last 2 years.
I have a lot to be thankful for, but that
doesn’t negate the hard days. Thanks for
standing with us even during diﬃcult seasons of
adjusting.
-R&R
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C) The structural damage to the building is fixed;
now the bricks damaged in the 3.11 earthquake are
being replaced. We made several trips here and
were able to see several stages of this process.

